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Abstract. Given the increasing number of biological invasions, there is a crucial need to
identify life history traits that promote invasion. Invasiveness reflects capabilities for both
establishment after introduction and spread following establishment. In this paper, we
explore, via simulation, the interacting effects of dispersal and Allee effects on both invasion
processes. Dispersal capability is a trait that has been widely recognized to facilitate invasions.
However, dispersal dilutes local population densities in isolated populations and this could
strengthen Allee effects, ultimately promoting extinction of invading populations. A spatially
explicit, stochastic individual-based model was used to simulate dispersal, mating, and growth
in isolated, newly arrived invading populations. We used the invasion of North America by the
gypsy moth, Lymantria dispar, as a case study because: (1) a great amount of biological data
on the species is available; (2) Allee effects caused by mate location failure are known to play
an important role in its establishment and spread; and (3) a dispersal polymorphism has
previously been identified (i.e., in some populations adult females are fully capable of flight,
but in other populations females are not able to fly). We considered the introduction of a
hypothetical number of eggs at a single location, originating from populations with varying
female dispersal capabilities, and we then used simulation models to evaluate the population
growth rate over two generations as well as spread distance. Nondispersing populations had
the highest growth rates and inclusion of even limited dispersal capabilities caused population
growth rates to be greatly diminished. The Allee threshold was 700 eggs for nondispersing
populations and 1400 eggs for the long-distance dispersing populations. Thus, for an
intermediate number of eggs initially introduced, nondispersing populations would most likely
establish, whereas dispersing populations would likely become extinct. Spread distance
increased linearly with the number of eggs initially introduced in both dispersing and
nondispersing populations but rapidly reached a limit for nondispersing populations. Though
species capable of long-distance dispersal may invade a larger area than nondispersing species,
their growth rates are likely to be considerably lower, and eradication should be easier.
Following these results, strategies for managing invasions should be adjusted for the
interactions between Allee effects and dispersal.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasing levels of world trade have led to elevated

rates of invasions by nonindigenous species around the

globe (Levine and D’Antonio 2003, McCullough et al.

2006). However, only a small fraction of arriving indi-

viduals are able to survive and found new populations

(Williamson and Fitter 1996), and only a small fraction

of these established species have noticeable effects on

invaded ecosystems (Mack et al. 2000, Levine et al.

2003). Nevertheless, a small but important fraction of

these biological invasions exhibit dramatic ecological

and economic impacts in the newly invaded environment

(Pimentel et al. 2000, 2005). A critical activity for

understanding and solving the invasive species problem

is the prediction of which species are likely to be

successful invaders (Kolar and Lodge 2001, Hayes and

Barry 2008).

When evaluating the potential invasiveness of a

species, it is important to consider the suitability of the

area (e.g., presence of favorable habitat), but also life

history traits relative to all invasion phases (arrival,

establishment, and spread; Kolar and Lodge 2002).

Substantial effort has focused on identifying life history

traits that lead certain species to be particularly prone to

becoming associated with specific invasion pathways

(e.g., Andersen et al. 2004, Kenis et al. 2007). It has also

been recognized that invasion spread is likely to be

greater for more mobile species. However, less attention

has focused on species characteristics that increase the

probability of establishment.
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There is growing recognition that population estab-

lishment is strongly influenced by the Allee effects,

which refer to decreasing per capita growth with

decreasing density (Drake 2004, Taylor and Hastings

2005, Drake and Lodge 2006, Courchamp et al. 2008).

Allee effects may arise in low densities as a result of

various mechanisms such as failure to find mates,

inability to satiate predators, and failure to overcome

host defenses (Allee et al. 1949, Courchamp et al. 1999,

2008, Stephens and Sutherland 1999, Taylor and

Hastings 2005). In many situations, Allee effects may

cause newly arrived populations to decline toward

extinction. Consequently, life history traits that contrib-

ute to Allee effects may be of critical importance in

determining invasion success.

Here we explore how a life history trait (female

dispersal) interacts with a component of the reproduc-

tion process (finding a mate) to affect a demographic

Allee effect and establishment. There is some informa-

tion on how mate searching behavior (Wells et al. 1998,

Berec and Boukal 2004) and sex determination mecha-

nisms (Berec et al. 2001) affect the strength of Allee

dynamics. Other studies have shown that temporal

asynchrony in male and female sexual maturation can

also intensify Allee effects due to mate location failure

and consequently promote extinction of invading

populations (Calabrese and Fagan 2004, Robinet et al.

2007). Theoretical studies suggest that dispersal may

also intensify Allee effects due to mate location failure

because it results in greater dispersion of adults, thereby

reducing the probability that mates will locate each

other (Hopper and Roush 1993, South and Kenward

2001, Jonsen et al. 2007). The concept that dispersal as a

trait detracts from the invasion capabilities of a species

has not been explored in any specific invasion systems

and runs counter to other conclusions that dispersal

promotes invasion success (Ehrlich 1989, Lodge 1993,

Schöpf and Sih 2004). Furthermore, eradication has

previously been considered to be generally less successful

when the targeted species spreads quickly (Hulme 2006).

Therefore, in this study we perform an in-depth

exploration, using the gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar)

as a model system, of how dispersal capabilities affect

Allee effects and consequently affect the establishment

of invading populations.

The gypsy moth is an ideal system for studying how

dispersal capabilities affect mating success and invasion

success; in part, because considerable information

already exists about the demographics of populations

invading North America. In particular, analyses of time

series from invading populations provide ample evi-

dence of a strong demographic Allee effect that causes

the extinction of low-density isolated populations

(Liebhold and Bascompte 2003, Whitmire and Tobin

2006, Tobin et al. 2007). In addition, there is good

evidence that mate location failure produces a dominant

component Allee effect and ultimately contributes to a

demographic Allee effect (Sharov et al. 1995, Robinet et

al. 2007, 2008, Tobin et al. 2009).

The gypsy moth was accidentally introduced in

1868–1869 from France to North America, near

Boston, Massachusetts, and subsequently has slowly

spread over a large portion of eastern North America.

The slow rate by which this species has spread in North

America can be largely attributed to a lack of mobility;

females in these invading populations are flightless.

However, throughout the gypsy moth’s extensive native

range in Europe, North Africa, and Asia, there is

considerable variability in female flight capabilities.

While flight is completely absent in most European

populations, other populations exhibit limited flight,

and virtually all Asian populations exhibit at least some

female flight capabilities (Mikkola 1971, Schaefer et al.

1984, Baranchikov 1989, Ponomarev 1994, Koshio

1996, Keena et al. 2008, Liebhold et al. 2008; see Plate

1). Since the early 1990s there have been several

instances in which populations with flight-capable

females were accidentally introduced to North America

(Bogdanowicz et al. 1993). Because of the perception

that populations with flight-capable females would be

much more difficult to eradicate, the U.S. Department

of Agriculture has adopted an approach to eradicating

populations of Asian origin that is much more

aggressive than what is applied to populations of

European origin. Several of the efforts to eradicate

Asian gypsy moth invasions in the United States and

Canada have involved spraying microbial pesticides

over large areas, costing millions of dollars (Wallner

1996). However, if dispersal strengthens Allee effects,

as has been earlier suggested in generalized models

(Hopper and Roush 1993), then populations with

flight-capable females may actually be easier to erad-

icate than populations with more limited dispersal

capabilities (Hulme 2006). Consequently, we explore

here, using a stochastic, individual-based model, the

effect of the female flight trait on mating success, Allee

effects, and invasion success.

We assembled demographic information in an indi-

vidual-based stochastic simulation model to determine

the effects of adult female dispersal on the probability of

gypsy moth establishment. This model was derived from

Robinet et al. (2008), which simulated the spatial

dynamics of isolated populations (with flightless fe-

males) following transport of a given number of egg

masses to a point location. However, in the current

model we considered that, once mated, females could

disperse and lay an egg mass at varying distances. The

most important result from these simulations is that the

growth rate (and probability of establishment) of the

flying morph is considerably lower than for the flightless

morph. As a result, eradication of populations with

flying females may actually be more easily accomplished

than for populations with flightless females (the his-

torically invasive morph).
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METHODS

Formulation of the model

Simulations performed here were based on a model

modified from the individual-based model described by

Robinet et al. (2008; Fig. 1). In the current model, we

assumed that a total of Negg eggs were initially

introduced at a given point, isolated from the source

population, and that female fecundity was then equal to

f. Gypsy moth fecundity is strongly density dependent

(Campbell 1978); since the founding population will

initially be at low density, we can assume that fecundity

will then be relatively high (around 500 eggs per female).

The original model by Robinet et al. (2008) designated

the spatial location of individuals into individual cells in

a grid, but in our model we assigned the precise location

of each individual in continuous space with no bound-

aries. This modification allowed us to consider any

magnitude of dispersal without computer memory

constraints. We applied the same successive stochastic

processes as in Robinet et al. (2008): (1) larval dispersal,

using a diffusion model with a diffusion coefficient of

0.003 km2 per generation (Shigesada and Kawasaki

1997, Liebhold and Tobin 2006); (2) larval/pupal mor-

tality, with a mortality probability of 95%; (3) adult

emergence, using a Gaussian temporal distribution with

a standard deviation of 10 days and an offset of five days

between peak male and female emergence (Robinet et al.

2007); (4) mate finding, using a nonlinear regression

model, previously fit to experimental data, that predicts

the probability that a given male will find a given female

for a given temporal and spatial offset between the male

and female; (5) mating, with a probability of 0.91 that

mating will occur once the male has found the female

(Charlton and Cardé 1990). This model tracked each

individual from the egg introduction to mating success.

Note that the nonlinear regression model for mate

finding (4) was originally fit to data from populations

with nondispersing females. Here we assumed that mate

finding was similar in populations both with and with-

out dispersing females, because, in all types of gypsy

moth populations, mate location proceeds by males

searching out females via female-released pheromones

(even in populations with flying females), and the

searching ability of males can reasonably be assumed

to be identical among all populations.

Here, we extend the basic model of Robinet et al.

(2008) by considering that, once mated, females may

disperse. Furthermore, we simulated populations, using

the same stochastic processes, over an additional

generation and then calculated mating success in the

second generation. We did not extend simulations over a

larger number of generations because of computational

limitations. As a result, we considered the following

additional processes: (6) postmating female dispersal

was simulated via a diffusion model parameterized with

a specific diffusion coefficient D. We assumed that

females laid a single egg mass (composed of f eggs with a

1:1 sex ratio) at the location to which they dispersed, and

then we applied processes 1–5 for the second generation.

The 2-year population growth rate was calculated as the

total number of eggs laid by all females at the end of the

second generation divided by Negg, the number of eggs

originally introduced at the beginning of the first gener-

ation. Hereafter, we refer to dispersing and nondispers-

ing populations to describe the dispersal capabilities of

female adults rather than first-instar larvae since these

larvae always disperse (though over shorter distances).

The partial differential equation related to the

diffusion model was originally solved (Robinet et al.

2008). Here instead, we directly used the Gaussian

probability distribution (of variance 2Dt; Kareiva 1983)

corresponding to the diffusion model of steps 1 and 6:

pðx; y; tÞ ¼ 1

4pDt
exp � x2 þ y2

4Dt

� �
: ð1Þ

Thus, for each dispersing individual, we generated a

random distance d with a mean ¼ 0 and a standard

deviation ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2D
p

, and a random direction h.

Simulations

To evaluate the effects of female dispersal on Allee

effects, we calculated the 2-year growth rate (defined as

the number of eggs laid by females of the second

generation divided by the number of eggs initially

FIG. 1. Flow diagram of the model of invasive spread by
the gypsy moth, Lymantria dispar. Thin lines represent
processes of the model developed by Robinet et al. (2008),
and thick lines represent new processes considered in this paper.
See Table 2 in Robinet et al. (2008) for a detailed list of
variables and default values.
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introduced) for various values of the diffusion coeffi-

cient for adult female dispersal (D ¼ 0–2 km2 per
generation by increments of 0.1), and various numbers

of eggs initially introduced (Negg ¼ 100–3000, by in-

crements of 100). To more easily interpret this surface
plot, we considered that Negg ¼ 500, 1000, or 3000 eggs

were initially introduced at a single point, and plotted
the growth rate with increasing values of the diffusion

coefficient. We also calculated the 2-year growth rate
with increasing values of Negg for D ¼ 0 km2 and D ¼
1 km2 per generation representing, respectively, non-

dispersing and long-distance dispersing populations. We
calculated the mean and 95% confidence interval of the

growth rate in both cases.

To complete our comparative analysis, we also
calculated the distance spread by invading populations

of each dispersal morph. First the number of mated
females present in each 131 km cell in a grid overlaid at

the end of the second generation was calculated and the

occupancy area was calculated as the number of nonzero
cells. The spread distance (d ) was calculated as the

square root of the occupancy area. We made simulations
for each value of Negg from 100 to 3000 by increments of

100, and each D from 0–2 km2 per generation by
increments of 0.1 km2. To more easily interpret the

results, we also calculated the spread distance for

increasing values of D, assuming Negg ¼ 500, 1000, and
3000 eggs. Reciprocally, we calculated the spread

distance for increasing number of eggs, Negg, using both
D ¼ 0 and D ¼ 1. We calculated the mean and 95%

confidence interval of the spread distance in both cases.

We assumed that females had a fecundity of f ¼ 500
eggs and we made 500 replicate simulations for each

combination of D and Negg. All of these simulations

were performed in R (R Development Core Team 2007);
code is provided in the Supplement.

RESULTS

Simulated growth rates declined rapidly with increas-
ing levels of the diffusion coefficient, even for small D

values (Fig. 2a, b). Above a threshold level of female

dispersal, the growth rate seemed to converge toward a
limit (Fig. 2b). Beyond this threshold, egg masses that

initialized the second generation were spread so widely
that they behaved like independent egg mass introduc-

tions. Consequently, growth rates and establishment

FIG. 2. Combined effects of dispersal ability and number of
eggs initially introduced on the 2-year population growth rate
of gypsy moths. The 2-year population growth rate was
calculated as the total number of eggs laid by all females at
the end of the second generation divided by Negg, the number of
eggs originally introduced at the beginning of the first
generation. (a) Mean population growth rate (r) for D ¼ 0–2
by increments of 0.1 km2/generation, and Negg ¼ 100–3000
by increments of 100. Lines represent the growth rates and the
thick line corresponds to the critical growth rate r¼1. When the
diffusion coefficient is low and the number of eggs is high, the
growth rate reaches extremely high values (around r¼ 20). The
growth rate rapidly decreases with increasing values of the

 
diffusion coefficient because populations become independent
from each other. (b) Log-transformed growth rate as a function
of the diffusion coefficient for adult female dispersal (D ¼ 0–2
by increments of 0.1 km2/generation), given Negg ¼ 500, 1000,
and 3000. (c) Population growth rate as a function of the
number of eggs initially introduced (Negg ¼ 100–1500 by
increments of 100), for nondispersing populations (D ¼ 0) and
long-distance dispersing populations (D ¼ 1). The dotted line
indicates the threshold growth rate r¼ 1. Thick lines represent
the mean, and thin lines represent the 95% confidence interval
of growth rates. We considered a fecundity f ¼ 500 eggs and
made 500 replicate simulations.
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probabilities were greatly reduced for dispersing popu-

lations. Furthermore, the growth rate limit increased

with the number of eggs initially introduced because

there were many more independent egg masses. Fig.

2a, b also illustrates the effect of the initial population

size, Negg, on growth rates. Simulated population

growth was typical of an Allee effect; as the population

size increased, so did the Allee threshold. Also, as the

initial population size increased, the probability that

isolated populations might interact increased and this

caused the Allee threshold to increase with increasing

diffusion coefficient. The standard deviation of the

growth rate was relatively low (mean ¼ 1.14, median ¼
0.91).

Simulation of population growth rates, with increas-

ing numbers of eggs initially introduced, indicated very

different behaviors depending on the presence of long-

distance dispersal (Fig. 2a, c). Growth rates in popula-

tions capable of long-distance dispersal increased slowly

and almost linearly with the number of eggs initially

introduced, whereas growth rates for nondispersing

populations increased faster, and crossed the threshold,

r ¼ 1, much earlier. The Allee threshold (below which

populations are likely to go extinct) of the nondispersing

population was ;700 eggs, with ;1400 eggs for the

long-distance dispersing population. If an intermediate

number of eggs was introduced (e.g., 1000 eggs), the

population would probably establish if female dispersal

was absent but it would likely go extinct if females were

capable of long-distance dispersal.

In some simulations, spread distances were also

affected by female dispersal capabilities (Fig. 3a). For

populations initialized at Negg ¼ 500 and 1000 eggs,

spread distances were not substantially affected by long-

distance dispersal (Fig. 3b). The dispersing population

could not expand faster because of strong Allee effects.

However, for the largest initial population size tested,

Negg ¼ 3000, spread distance was higher and increased

with diffusion coefficient. This relationship is clearly

seen in Fig. 3c: the increase in spread distance with the

number of eggs initially introduced was nearly identical

for both dispersing and nondispersing morphs as long as

Negg , 1000. However, for higher ranges of the initial

number of eggs (Negg . 1000), spread distance differed

considerably between the dispersing and nondispersing

populations; in dispersing populations, spread distance

continuously increased with initial population size, but

in nondispersing populations, spread distance leveled off

to a constant value of about 1 km. The standard

deviation of spread distance was relatively low (mean¼
1.18, median ¼ 1.21).

DISCUSSION

The results described here indicate that postmating

dispersal and Allee effects, caused by mate-finding

failure, interact in their effects on invasion success in

the gypsy moth. Specifically, it appears that in popula-

tions capable of long-distance dispersal (by females),

establishment is diminished because females disperse

and oviposit at sites that are so distantly located from

each other that males from different egg masses are not

exchanged among colonies. Previous studies (Robinet et

al. 2007, 2008) indicate that progeny from a single,

isolated gypsy moth egg mass are usually so sparse that

they are unable to locate mates and consequently mostly

go extinct. In populations with dispersing adult females,

egg masses that start the second generation following

introduction are so widely dispersed that they effectively

represent independent isolated introductions that usual-

ly do not persist. However, in populations where female

flight is lacking, the egg masses that start the second

generation will be more closely packed, creating a locally

elevated density of males that increases the chances of

females mating and the persistence of population.

Unfortunately empirical data comparing the persis-

tence of isolated flight-capable gypsy moth populations

with isolated populations possessing flightless females

are lacking; thus we are unable to confirm the important

prediction from our model that flight-capable popula-

tions are more extinction prone. However, it is possible

to generalize that while flightless populations have a

proven track record as successful invaders, successful

invasion establishment by populations with flight-

capable females has never been confirmed anywhere in

the world. There are many records of ships, containers,

and so forth that are contaminated with large numbers

of gypsy moth egg masses emanating from Asian

locations, and likely there are many more such arrivals

that have gone unnoticed. The fact that none of these

Asian populations has established to the point that they

are detected in trapping grids suggests that they may,

indeed, be less likely to establish.

Based upon simple reaction–diffusion principles, we

may expect that invading populations with greater

dispersal capabilities will spread more quickly across

the habitat (Shigesada and Kawaski 1997). However,

the presence of an Allee effect is known to substantially

diminish spread rates (Lewis and Kareiva 1993, Taylor

and Hastings 2005). In our simulations we found that

when the size of the colonizing population size was

small, spread distance was largely unaffected by

dispersal capabilities and only increased when initial

population size was large (Fig. 3c). These results again

appear to reflect the interaction between postmating

dispersal and Allee effects.

Invasiveness reflects both the ability of an invading

population to establish after arrival, as well as its ability

to spread. In this paper, we have explored the impact of

Allee effects on both processes. Extensive dispersal

capabilities have generally been considered traits pro-

moting invasion success (Ehrlich 1989, Lodge 1993,

Schöpf and Sih 2004). Moreover, dispersing populations

can generally invade fragmented habitats more success-

fully than low-dispersing populations (With 2002).

However, here we demonstrate contrasting effects of

dispersal on invasion success in homogeneous habitat.
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Even though stronger dispersal potentially increases the

rate of spread by an invader (Fig. 3), it also substantially

reduces the growth rate of the newly founded population

and consequently increases the probability of establish-

ment failure (Fig. 2).

This antagonist effect is particularly important in

terms of invasion management. For example in the case

of gypsy moth, a newly arrived flight-capable morph

may spread faster than a flightless population once it is

established, but the probability of establishment is far

lower. Because the Allee threshold is much higher in

flight-capable populations, populations colonized ini-

tially by a small number of invaders are likely to go
extinct without intervention. In the case of larger

populations, a small fraction needs to be killed in order

to eradicate the population (Liebhold and Tobin 2008).

The conclusion that flight-capable populations are

easier to eradicate is in contradiction to the current

U.S. Department of Agriculture policy that directs

more rapid and intensive treatment for eradicating

flight-capable populations. The results presented here,

therefore, suggest a need to reconsider strategies for

eradicating Asian strains of the gypsy moth in the

United States, as well as in other countries, such as

New Zealand (Ross 2005).

The model used here assumed some important

simplifications that should be considered. One possibil-

ity that may modify our results is that flying females

may aggregate and concentrate egg masses in select
locations. For example, gypsy moth females are known

to aggregate on rocks and other objects (Charlton et al.

1999). In this case, aggregation would counterbalance

the dispersal effect: the growth rate would be consider-

ably higher and Allee effects may be similar to those of

the flightless morph. However, aggregation by females is

also likely to reduce spread rates. Thus, in the case of

aggregation by flying females, populations could be

eradicated by adopting a similar strategy applied to

flightless populations. Another consideration is that in

our simulations of gypsy moth dynamics, we assumed

that all adult female dispersal occurred after mating

(Charlton et al. 1999). However, pre-ovipositional flight
has also been observed in some Asian populations

(Koshio 1996). We anticipate that pre-ovipositional

flight would cause males and females to be separated by

even greater distances, thereby increasing the probability

of mate-location failure and, consequently, cause

decreased population growth and reduce the probability

of establishment.

In our model, we combined two dispersal functions: a

Gaussian curve to describe short-distance dispersal of

FIG. 3. Combined effects of dispersal ability and number of
eggs initially introduced on the spread distance, d. This distance
was calculated as the square root of the area of all occupied 13
1 km cells. (a) Mean spread distance d for D ¼ 0–2 by
0.1 km2/generation, and Negg ¼ 100–3000 by 100. When the
diffusion coefficient is low, the spread distance does not
increase considerably with increasing number of eggs. Spread
distance is almost independent of the diffusion coefficient when
the number of eggs is low, but it increases noticeably at higher
numbers. (b) Mean spread distance as a function of the
diffusion coefficient (D ¼ 0–2 by 0.1), given Negg ¼ 500, 1000,
and 3000. (c) Spread distance as a function of the number of

 
eggs initially introduced (Negg ¼ 100–3000 by 100), for
nondispersing populations (D¼ 0) and long-distance dispersing
populations (D ¼ 1). Thick lines represent the mean, and thin
lines represent the 95% confidence interval of spread distances.
We considered a fecundity f¼ 500 eggs and made 500 replicate
simulations.
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larvae, and another Gaussian curve to describe dispersal

capability of female adults. Consequently, this model

could be considered to be a type of stratified dispersal

model (Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997). Allee effects are

known to particularly affect the spread of populations

exhibiting stratified dispersal (Hui and Li 2004, Taylor

et al. 2004). Spread into adjoining areas can only

proceed when the size of the donor population is large

enough to provide a number of emigrants sufficient to

exceed the Allee threshold, allowing establishment of

isolated colonies (Hui and Li 2004). This process is at

the origin of pulse invasion waves of gypsy moth spread,

observed in North America (Johnson et al. 2006). Our

results suggest that below ;1000 eggs initially intro-

duced, nondispersing and dispersing morphs expand at

the same rate. In contrast, above this threshold, the

nondispersing morph cannot expand further, whereas

the dispersing morph continues its expansion (Fig. 3c).

Heritability of female gypsy moth flight capability has

recently been investigated (Keena et al. 2001, 2007).

Though alleles for flight capability were not originally

present in the North American populations, addition of

flight-capable individuals via new introductions could

result in some flight capability in hybrids and accelerate

spread in North America (Keena et al. 2007). Unfortu-

nately no information is available that would allow us to

predict selection for flight and the long-term persistence

of alleles for flight in gypsy moth populations. Indeed,

the ultimate evolutionary reason why females in some

populations are flight capable, but others are not, is

unknown.

Insect flight capability is a genetic feature that is

shaped through evolution by a variety of selective forces

(Zera and Denno 1997). Flightless populations might

have encountered particularly high Allee effects during

population bottlenecks and this may have resulted in
selection for reduced dispersion. Indeed the phenome-

non of loss of flight by adult females has evolved
independently many times in the Lepidoptera (Wagner
and Liebherr 1992). Several hypotheses have been

proposed to explain this phenomenon (Barbosa et al.
1989), but the concept that flightlessness is an adapta-

tion that allows isolated populations to persist at low
densities has not been considered and deserves more
attention.

The results presented in this paper could be extended
to other animal or plant species for assessing the risk of

biological invasion. Risk analyses should consider the
effects of dispersal on establishment and spread
(Williamson 2006). In considering the extent to which

dispersal affects invasiveness, interactions with Allee
effects should be considered also. Variability among

species in life history traits causes considerable vari-
ability among species in the strength of Allee effects
(Courchamp et al. 1999, 2008). Thus, we can expect

that there may be substantial variation among species
in the extent to which dispersal has a deleterious effect
on establishment and this would be reflected in their

invasiveness.
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SUPPLEMENT

R source code for model simulations (Ecological Archives A019-080-A1).
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